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Key Points of Presentation
• Every successful business has or had relevant Expertise
• Expertise can be lost
• Expertise can be squandered
• Expertise can be regained, enhanced and utilized
• Properly used, Expertise can improve performance
• These lessons can apply to individuals, organizations and industry
alike
• Some case studies presented
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Some questions to ponder about expertise
• What is expertise and why is it important?
• How can an organization lose expertise?
• Where does your company’s expertise reside?
• How can an organization regain and retain expertise?
• What are mental models?
• What is deliberate practice?
• Do you ask good questions?
• What are the best methods for teaching and learning?
• How do you transfer expertise to performance?
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The Expert – some thoughts
• An expert is a person who has made all the mistakes that can be made in a very
narrow field.
• Neils Bohr

• 10,000 hours of deliberate training and failure experience.
• Background education: formal or informal, usually designed and taught,
supporting the subject matter i.e. prerequisites
• An organization can gain and sustain expertise in it’s field by retaining experts and
building systems to preserve this asset.
• Expertise is a blend of knowledge and experience that is applied
• Everyone has mental models but experts have a improved mental models
• Critical thinker, adaptive, educator, change agent, experienced
• Expertise requires going from unconscious incompetence to conscious
incompetence to conscious competence and finally to unconscious competence.
• Martin Broadwell
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Unconscious competence • Brain studies have shown that using our "gut feelings" can be more
rational than we give credit.
• Emotions can be significant responses in decision-making— as our
brains process information and experiences over time, our intuition
becomes more accurate.
• Intuitive thinking is fast and subconscious, while analytical thinking is
slow, logical, and deliberate.
• Thus, it may be best to use intuitive thinking more often when we
need to make quick decisions.
• Valerie van Mulukom, The Conversation

• IF you are an expert, then maybe gut feelings are valid, otherwise
maybe not.
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Why is expertise important
• Ignorance can lead to financial loss or threaten the entity by being
caught off guard and not knowing what is going wrong
• Education is expensive—until you compare it with the cost of
ignorance
• Expertise, if exercised, can lead to improvement in performance.
• Expertise can give a competitive edge
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Mental models – our understanding of reality
• Mental models are how we understand things work
• Mental models reside in our brains and are a representation of reality,
but are not reality
• Mental models are almost always wrong but some are closer than
others
• Mental models of experts are probably closer to reality that nonexperts
• Experts can have really beneficial mental models of their area of
expertise but really bad mental models of other areas
• You can’t assess the “expert’s” mental models without asking relevant
questions or looking at their results and contributions.
• Experimentation leads to evidence based truth
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Improving mental models
• Asking good questions
• Observe and Experiment
• Plan, organize, prioritize and execute deliberate practice in field of
interest
• Provide a challenging yet safe environment for learning
• An understanding of mathematics and math models particularly
probability
• Visualization techniques (e.g. fluid mechanics series) and Graphics
• Change of perspective – big, little, fast, slow…
• Just looking. Wait and incubate. Subconscious processing. Hard work.
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“All models are wrong, but some are useful.”
- George E. P. Box, statistician
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Look with a different Perspective
• Visualize being very small and travel with the pickle through the
process
• Be a bacteria with nefarious intentions. Where would you hide?
• Be a pepper at the bottom of a tank. What is it experiencing?
• Look at a process in slow motion • Or speed up a 10 day process into minutes
• Ponder the difference between the global market and the country
store
• Ask, What would an expert think? What would a non-expert think?
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Case 1: Just looking

Packing pickle chips in pouches with diminishing marginal net drained
weight gain
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Examples of the use of Mathematics and Modeling
• Numbers and Fractions: scale-up, proportions
• Statistics and Probability: Binomial distribution, control charts, precision and accuracy
• Rate of change: Exponential decay desalting, heat transfer, diffusion
• Experimental design: Mixtures and optimization with multiple effects
• Monte Carlo and what if methods – evaluating random processes e.g. risk analysis
• Linear algebra: Ingredient substitutions with multiple constraints
• Financial modeling: costing cucumber sizes, ROI, time value of money
• Materials management: Yield studies, line loading, capacity analysis, requirements planning
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Negotiating share of Nantucket whaling crew

What is larger, 1/150 or 1/200?
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Thales of Miletus – 624 – 546 BCE
Used astronomy and mathematics to predict a good olive harvest
First use of “options”?
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Case 2: No onions in sweet mixed

Customer complaints, no onions in sweet mixed
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Binomial distribution changed mental model of mixing

Red calculated values from the binomial theorem
Grey results from a simulation of 1000 trials 15% mix
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Relevant scientific knowledge relating to pickles
• Relative humidity and dew point
• Solubility and saturated solutions: green pockets in cucumber tank
• Buoyancy: cucumber and pepper tanking
• Hydrostatics: Pickle pump and side arm purger operation
• Diffusion: Desalting and acidification
• Microbiology: Food safety
• Chemistry: Oxidation and rancidity
• Heat transfer and storage: Shelf life, pasteurization process

Case 3: Moldy mayonnaise

A surface phenomena
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Mold growth in finished products
Three different problems, related but with different solutions
• Moldy mayonnaise
• Moldy ice cream toppings

• Moldy/yeasty sauerkraut
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Case 4: Optimizing diffusion rate

Diffusion is fast for short distances.
Mixing is important to aid diffusion.
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Speeding up pickle desalt – (pulsing)
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Pulsing vs continuous

Carbon dioxide neutralization of caustic in olive processing
Carbon dioxide removal in fermentation tanks
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Case 5: Leaky pouches

Experience from canning did not carry over to pouches
4 foot drop to burst single pouch equivalent to 3 inch drop of pallet
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Case 6: Green pickles and saturated solutions

Pockets of green pickles found at bottom of fermentation tanks.
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Leverage
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Leverage
• Apply what you learn
• Example: require an employee to apply learnings from a course

• When you successfully gain from one application, try to find as many
other similar applications to apply the same learning
• Examples: Control charts, risk assessments, value stream mapping, etc.

• Leverage expertise and resources from different functions and
industries
• When you hire a consultant for a specific task, leverage their
knowledge by looking for other opportunities and sharing lessons to
key employees.
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Increase the Velocity of learning
• Experiment often
• Formulate thought experiments. What if we did this, what would
happen?
• Apply what you learn, from a course, from reading, from another
industry.
• Discuss results, adapt to learnings, argue a position and try to
influence others. Try again.
• Expanded availability of shared knowledge e.g. web based lectures,
web based subscriptions for high velocity learning
• Management should show interest and encourage performance
improvement from expertise.
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“The Velocity of Skill Development: How Brazil
Develops Football Players”, Farnam Street
• You can tinker with the environment to force people to make faster
decisions, increase the number of repetitions, and force a velocity
that increases the variety or situations a player can practice.
• futebol de salão – indoor soccer
• When developing a soft skill you want three things: 1) variety; 2)
reps; and 3) feedback.
• This insanely fast, tightly compressed five-on-five version of the
game— played on a field the size of a basketball court— creates 600
percent more touches, demands instant pattern recognition and, in
the words of Emilio Miranda, a professor of soccer at the University of
São Paulo, serves as Brazil’s “laboratory of improvisation.”
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Hardening Expertise
• Identify the fields expertise needed
• Hire, develop and retain experts and create a safe learning
environment
• Create standards and expectations for expert knowledge including
deliberate practice
• Harden the expertise for sustainability in writing, pictures, programs,
apps, algorithms including second party technology
• Know where your expertise resides and manage succession planning
to prevent loss of expertise
• Build relationships and collaborate with internal and external experts
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Cook book procedure – starting the car
• Step 1 – Foot on brake
• Step 2 – turn key to engage starter
• Step 3 – release key – car is running
• Simple training, no expertise required
• BUT things go wrong and are not always linear
• How do we gain an retain expertise in our organization?
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Refining and preserving Expertise
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Foster a safe innovative environment
Two management approaches
• “Your team member made a mistake on inventory last month, you
should have caught it”. Next day…”why aren’t you innovative?”
• “I’ll try to do better in the future to check every one’s work for errors”
• Silently…”not going to risk suggesting innovative ideas to this guy”
• Build a silo and stay under the radar until you quit or are fired

• After a failed experiment the boss asks, “Interesting results, can you
duplicate that failure?”
• Showed support and provided a safe environment for learning
• Threw out challenge to continue with psychic pressure to perform
• Response “Heck no! We’re going to improve the experiment. Let’s try that
again.”
• Ultimately success with a major initiative. FAILURE = SUCCESS
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Some areas of expertise for pickle packers
• Understand yield on the macroscopic and on the cellular level
• Know how to manage cucumber sizes and how to properly apply
costs to avoid unintended negative consequences
• Deeply understand acidification and diffusion and recognize products
or processes that may be at risk.
• Understand the mechanisms for softening and crispness retention
• Apply risk assessment (probability) to many parts of the business
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How to gain and retain expertise?
• Knowledge of specific areas of expertise for performance improvement
• Know where specialized knowledge resides in your organization
• Create a culture of learning providing a psychically safe environment
• Tolerating failure and Learning from mistakes
• Encourage mentoring and coaching with learning goals
• Applying learned lessons at work, teachable moments
• Deliberate high velocity practice – create necessary environment
• Succession planning!
• Learning from other industries – your problem may have already been solved
elsewhere
• Experiment often – run many imperfect experiments rather than the one perfect
experiment
• Harden knowledge into the organization
• Use internal and external expert resources
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Run experiments constantly
• Experiments are a critical component of learning
• Experiments can lead to optimization and mistake avoidance
• Designing experiments keep your experts asking questions
• Analysis of experimental results is a thinking exercise
• Mathematical and graphical analysis lead to improved mental models
• Experiments can also provide visual and experiential learning
• Experiments lead to new and better experiments
• First hand learning from experiments improves mental models
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Performance
• Performance is the translation of knowledge (expertise) into behavior
and action.
• The job of an expert is to improve or perpetuate performance or to
trouble shoot and fix problems that occasionally arise.
• Improved performance leads to
•
•
•
•

Improved Productivity
Minimizing the cost of delay and lost opportunity
Minimizing environmental impact
Maximizing profit and quality

• Expertise must be applied to be of value
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An Argument for using outside resources
• 3.9% unemployment rate
• High demand for limited expert resources
• Gaining new and different perspectives, uncovering internal bias
• Fast ramp-up in training new resources and execution of projects
• Return on investment – faster implementation of cost reduction and
productivity - velocity
• Use only when needed
• Continuing education resource for staff
• You can’t be expert at everything
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How to Use Outside Experts effectively
• Interview, meet, assess the expert
• Clarify the problem statement and objectives including deliverables
• In addition to working on the problem of concern, ask for a general
situation assessment which can identify areas of opportunity or potential
problems in your organization not necessarily related to the problem at
hand.
• Develop a clear and fair agreement. Fair to both parties. Trust must be
established if the relationship is to work.
• Take advantage of the knowledge and experience of the expert to train key
personnel during the engagement.
• Never relinquish decision making to an outside expert
• Upon completion of the engagement, clarify any findings that are not clear
and follow-up with feedback to the expert.
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Presentation Take-away’s
• Identify where your expertise is located and what it is
• Elevate expertise acquisition and protection to a functional level.
• Note that continuous improvement programs are one aspect of expertise acquisition.
• Expertise is not only knowledge, it is also experience that includes dealing with failure

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenge your mental models and strive to improve them
Create company metaphors and stories that teach
Give employees autonomy to plan and propose experiments
A safe but challenging environment is essential for innovation
Learning, building and sustaining expertise is a planned process
Directed learning is the fastest and most effective path to attain expertise
Create a fast paced learning environment
Use all the resources available including learnings from other industries
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What kind of Rhinoceros are you?
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Thank you
John Demo Consulting
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